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This article describes a number of pestilential diseases, sometimes used by fickle gods to weed out the faithless.
PLEASE NOTE that some of the descriptions below are quire graphic, and may not be suitable for all readers.

Divine Pestilence
Description: Divine retribution in the form of a plague or a pestilence is a known trope from various ancient
holy texts. Generally, disease and illness are not particularly exciting themes for games of fantasy and
adventure, but since deities are an ever-present element of Dungeon Crawl Classics, this article makes an effort
to provide rules for running divine epidemics as a campaign element. All of the pestilential diseases below are
fatal if not treated, and any plague of this proportion should at least provide delvers with a clear motivation
for adventuring – whether to find a cure or to simply avoid getting infected.
Should you require to randomize which plague hits your peasantry, simply utilize the table below (Table A).
No clear transmission methods are specified for the diseases below: the scientific comprehension of such things
is beyond the faux-medieval societies common to DCC games, and the divine source of these malignant strains
makes such speculation moot. Judges should feel free to come up with their own, strange and arcane theories as
to how and why the diseases spread.
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Table A: Divine pestilence
D6

Plague

1

Blisterplague

2

Smouldergaze

3

Flakeflesh

4

Jointcackle

5

Nullhead

6

The Retching

Finding a cure: As access to divine magic more or less trivializes common ailments, the diseases below are of
hardier stock. The author suggests that these divine pestilences be treated as part pathogen and part curse: they
cannot be healed by lay on hands checks, and Neutralize poison or disease offers a temporary, palliative
solution to the ailment (the duration of this effect should be extrapolated from the spell check result). Actually
curing a divine plague should require a quest, or at the very least active intervention by another deity.
Ultimately, these details are left up to the Judge’s discretion.

1. Blisterplague
Diagnosis: Identified by a quickly increasing fever and the production and dispersion of acidic humours via
blisters and boils, blisterplague leaves empires in shambles should it spread and infect a population
thoroughly. Initial symptoms include an increased body temperature and fever related issues such as dizziness,
nausea and blurred vision. The disease quickly advances to a chronic state, marked by growing boils and
blisters upon the skin. The process is extremely painful and itchy, usually causing the victim to scratch and
break the pustules. This is hazardous however, as the boils are filled with exceptionally acidic pus: the expelled
fluid is powerful enough to erode most common soft materials (fabric, leather, wood) and will further damage
the victim’s skin once expelled. Curiously, the slimy excreta does not harm the victim while inside the pustule,
but only becomes violently acidic in contact with air. Nevertheless, the boils continue to grow until they burst,
covering the infected in an acidic discharge which further aggravates their condition.
Progression and prognosis: Usually, victims perish within a week of being infected with blisterplague After
infection the fever sets in within a day, causing the victim to suffer -1d to all actions due to illness. Each
following day the victim must roll a Fort save of increasing difficulty, starting with a DC of 8 and increasing
by 2 with each day that passes. Each failed save indicates that boils start to develop and aggravate. During this
stage the victim suffers an additional -1d to all actions due to pain and distraction.
After the first failure, further failed saves or any vigorous action on part of the individual bursts their
pustules, causing 1d3 points of acidic STA damage which does not heal naturally until the victim is wholly
cured of the disease. The acid released by bursting boils ruins the victim’s clothes and equipment as the
effluent eats through most soft materials, and will damage others who come into contact with it, similarly
causing 1d3 points of STA damage.
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Should the victim somehow be cured of the ailment their Personality is permanently reduced by half due to
horrible scarring left by the pustules and the acidic damage.

2. Smouldergaze
Diagnosis: Initial symptoms include inflammation and itching of the eyes, along with a stabbing headache.
Soon after the victim breaks out in a clammy fever which affects their mood and disposition, making them
paranoid and fearful of their surroundings. During this stage the curious effect of the plague begins to reveal
itself: objects gazed upon by the infected are set alight and likely burn to cinders. The only way to prevent this
is to keep the victims eyes closed, which often proves difficult due to their paranoid mental state. The final
stage of the disease is marked by a powerful expulsion of heat and flame from the victim’s eye sockets, usually
causing considerable damage to their surroundings and incinerating their face and head in the process.
Progression and prognosis: The initial inflammation of the eyes begins almost immediately after infection,
causing a -2d penalty to all checks requiring sight, visual perception or coordination. After this the victim
must roll a DC 15 Fort save each day. The first failure indicates that the disease progresses to the secondary
stage, during which the character suffers a hallucinatory fever and begins to unwittingly ignite anything
flammable that they gaze upon for too long. Second stage victims should roll against their Luck (aiming for
equal or below) every turn their eyes are open lest they set a flammable object within their visual range alight.
Additionally, they suffer a further -1d to all actions due to their fatigued state, and become extremely fearful
and paranoid.
A second failure in the Fort save indicates that the disease progresses to the tertiary stage: their eyes become
conduits for living elemental flame, which surges out of their eye sockets, causing 3d6 damage to everything
within 30’ (~10m) in their visual range; anything flammable catches fire within this area, sentient targets
receive a DC 10 Ref save to avoid being set alight. The victim also suffers this damage, and should they
somehow survive are permanently blinded as their eyes are disintegrated by the effect.
The disease dissipates after the final release of the flaming energies. If the victim is still alive at this point they
begin to heal naturally. Some curative success has been achieved from correctly diagnosing the disease during
the early stages and preventatively removing the eyes of the infected.

3. Flakeflesh
Diagnosis: Flakeflesh affects the skin and the flesh of the infected. The first initial symptom is a flaky rash
resembling an extreme case of full body dandruff. The disease quickly intensifies however, causing extreme
flaking and inflammation: sections of the victim’s skin dry and begin to slouch off. This effect is not limited to
the skin however, and as the disease progresses subcutaneous tissue begins to similarly turn into dry flakes
and fall off. The progression of flakeflesh can be fast or gradual, but will ultimately result in the victim’s
demise as organs and bones become exposed: the deteriorating effects of the disease only damage skin, muscle
and fat tissue.
Progression and prognosis: The initial infection is marked by a flaky, full-body rash and extremely dry skin.
The effects are unsightly and discomfortable, but otherwise manageable. As the disease progresses to the
secondary stage things become pronouncedly more painful: on each subsequent day the victim must roll a DC
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10 Fort save or suffer a point of permanent Stamina or Strength damage (50/50 chance) as their skin and flesh
flakes off in dry bits. This effect directly reduces their maximum attribute value. Once either attribute has
been reduced by half the disease reaches its tertiary stage. By now, the victims bones and organs are at least
partially exposed, and they must roll an additional DC 20 Fort save each day and upon vigorous action or
suffer a point of permanent HP damage due to infection and aggravation of soft tissue. Even though the
process is slow, the victim will eventually expire to the cumulative debilitation caused by these effects.
Even if the disease is healed the tissue damage remains unless cured by extreme magical means. Victims who
have reached the tertiary stage eventually expire even if the progress of flakeflesh can be halted somehow.

4.Jointcackle
Diagnosis: The initial symptoms of jointcackle are swelling and rheumoid pain of the joints and ligaments. As
the disease progresses the pain intensifies, and use of these body parts is accompanied by clearly audible pops,
creaks and crackles. These sounds are quite distinct, and some victims describe them as echoes of implike,
demonic laughter. The final stages of the disease result in complete ossification of these ligaments: the victim
becomes entirely unable to bend or flex their body, and is in effect paralyzed and helpless.
Progression and prognosis: Upon infection the victim begins to suffer from jointpains similar to rheumoid
arthritis, suffering a -1d to all physical actions. The ossification of their joints starts immediately, and they
must roll a DC 10 Fort save each day: failure indicates that they suffer 1d3 points of permanent damage to
their Agility. This effect directly reduces their maximum attribute value. Once their Agility has been reduced
to half of the original value they suffer a further -1d to all physical activities, and their movement speed is
reduced to a third of normal. Should their Agility reach 0 they are permanently paralyzed, which usually
eventually leads to death.
Should the progress of the disease be halted the reduction of mobility persists unless healed by powerful
magical means.

5. Nullhead
Diagnosis: An infection of nullhead is marked by a distinct reduction of mental acuity, which eventually leads
into complete loss of sentience. The initial stage of the disease is insidiously mild, resulting in forgetfulness and
loss of focus, which become more pronounced as the illness progresses. In the secondary stage the victim
becomes extremely prone to suggestion, obediently carrying out tasks set out for them if provided with even a
moderate amount of guidance. This stage may persist for an extended period of time, but is ultimately fatal as
the final neurons of the victim stop functioning, which leads to a fatal vegetative state. Interestingly,
nullhead’s method of transmission seems to be at least partially memetic in nature: written and spoken
missives from those infected with the disease may spread it even when other methods of contact are absent.
Progression and prognosis: Those infected with nullhead have distinct trouble remembering things: they
become forgetful and inattentive, thus suffering a -1d to all actions requiring mental acuity. A victim must
roll a DC 5 Fort save each day: upon failure, they suffer 1d3 points of permanent damage to their Intelligence
or Personality (50/50 chance). This effect directly reduces their maximum attribute value. Once either attribute
is reduced to a half of the original value their mind becomes exceptionally pliable, and they will
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unquestioningly obey any command given to them. If either attribute reaches zero they become vegetative,
and incapable of any coherent action.
The damage caused by nullhead is permanent, and must be healed by extreme magical means even if the
progress of the disease is halted. The submissive obedience brought on by the infection dissipates if the disease
is healed.

6. The Retching
Diagnosis: An infection of the Retching is marked by immediate gastrointestinal distress and pain of the
stomach. This effect quickly develops further into quite acute stomach cramps leading to vomiting and
discomfort. Oddly however the expulsions issued forth rarely consist of anything the victim has consumed.
Vomited matter ranges from vinegar or seawater to rusty nails and vermin. The materials seem to become
more outlandish the further the disease progresses, and the Retching will eventually lead to the victim’s
demise through the expulsion of something lethal.
Progression and prognosis: Infection is marked by acute gastrointestinal distress, causing a -1d to all rolls. The
victim must roll a DC 15 Fort save each day to resist the effects of the Retching: failure indicates that for that
day they intermittently vomit forth something, and must roll a further DC 15 Fort save each hour or upon
strenuous exercise in order to keep from throwing up. Roll on the table below (Table B) for the type of expelled
matter, adding +1 to the roll for each failed save (Judges are encouraged to come up with their own options as
well). The damaging effects of expelling foreign objects are left up to Judge’s discretion, but it should be noted
that no one can survive extended periods of expelling metal objects, small animals or molten magma.
Table A: Divine pestilence
D6 + number of
failed saves

Plague

1

Soured goatmilk

2

Vinegar

3

Smoke

4

Offal

5

Flammable oil

6

Seawater (with fish)

7

Swamp mud

8

Sewage

9

Frog eggs

10

Owl pellets

11

Small frogs

12

Tar

13

Snakes
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14

Insects

15

Salt

16

Gravel

17

Rats

18

Rusty nails

19

Sulphuric acid

20+

Molten magma

Despite the trauma caused by the strange effects of the disease victims can make a full recovery should its
progress be halted and cured before the eventual lethal culmination of the symptoms.
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